pressure, the linewidth is, in fact, primarily due to pressure broadening. Even though the assumption that yT is dominated by the contribution of inelastic collisions may be invalid, a calculation based on that assuinption will provide a lower limit for the crosssection.
We can rewrite Eq. 1 in terms of the oscillator strength, f, and the Franck-Condon factors S .. by making the substitution: We would now like to consider the practical implications_ . shows features at A <2800 A similar to that at A ~3000 A leads one to expect that comparable enhancements will be found for such wavelengths.
Using presently available technology, one could construct a nitrogen laser-pumped dye laser which has the required puise energy and repetition rate ( 3 l) and by using non-linear doubling crystals could extend its tuning capability to ~2300 ~~3 . ' question, given the safetyconstraint we have imposed on the calculation. If one could be sure that there will be no eye exposure to the light from the Lidar transmitter, thenone might be able to use high-energy tunable lasers to gain the requir~dsensitivity.
In conclusion, it. seems to us that the advantages in sensitivity and safety associated with the use of resonance enhancements in a Raman Lidar system outweigh· the ·additional problems associated with the use of a tunable laser as a Lidar transmitter.
The fact that an instrument for u'se in populated areas will probably · have to comply with stringent eye safety standards implies that the use of resonance enhancements will be the only avenue to a workable Raman Lidar system for remote smokestack monitoring.
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